
“Gunslinger is a fundamental  
American masterpiece.”

— Thomas McGuane —
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“  Gunslinger is perhaps the strangest long poem of the last half- 
century: a quest myth wrapped around an acid-inspired western 
comic strip adventure in which a gunslinger, astride a drug- 
taking, talking horse called Levi-Strauss, searches for Howard 
Hughes.”—patrick mcguinness, The Guardian

“ There is nothing else like it in poetry.”—Publishers Weekly

 “ A dramatic poem of the first order for our day.” 
—andrew hoyem, Poetry

“ Gunslinger is perhaps the most important poem of the last half 
of the twentieth century.”—james k. elmborg

“ An immense bundle of swift-moving fun from the beginning. . . . 
But the underlying spirit of it is immensely entrepreneurial 
and buccaneering and disrespectful and altogether a kind of 
advanced parody of the whole business of episodic serial writ-
ing (the fabular and fabulous in the fable). The entire American 
adventure is laid out there with great wit and humour.” 
—j. h. prynne

“ One of the major North American long poems.” 
—tom raworth, The Independent (London)

“ This is a jokey poem, high-spirited and good-tempered, carried 
forward on a steadily inventive play of puns and pleasantries.” 
—donald davie

Praise for Gunslinger
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